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What is (going on with) stance?

Stance detection, common definition: classification task 
with labels Pro, Con, Neutral towards an issue or topic 

●

“Abortion is a sin, and should never be practiced.”

Topic: Abortion, Stance: Con

societal challenges with (online) information: 
diversifying stances in an online news rec 

(Reuver et. al., 2021)
○ New topics and issues continuously appear online! 

Joseph Mucira @ Pixabay, Simplified Pixabay License
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Cross-topic, cross-domain stance 

Main question: can we detect stance (pro, con) on topics or 
issues unseen in training? 
      

(1) Topic similarity 
● Wei & Mao (2019), meta topics (e.g. feminism, abortion → 

“equality”), even earlier Somasundaran & Wiebe (2009)
●

(2) topic-(in)dependent stance
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Reimers et. al. (2019)
→ Train: 7 topics, test: 8th topic 
→ Fine-tuning BERT (base & large)
→ Findings:
●

○
○ avg. F1 (10 seeds) = .633
○ +.20 over reference model (LSTM)
○ Results are “very promising and stress the feasibility of 

the task’’ (Reimers et al. 2019, p. 575)

Marco Verch @ Flickr, Creative Commons 2.0. 
https://foto.wuestenigel.com/businessman-walking-from-a-to-b-point/
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Reproduction

● Important.

● Systematically (with 3 dimensions). 

● Non-deterministic results of BERT:
○ Standard deviation (SD) over seeds;
○ value is reproduced if it falls within 2 SDs.
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25,492 arguments on 8 topics, in 3 classes:

● For or against “the use, adoption, or idea” of the topic, or 
no argument

●

● 8 controversial debate topics from the internet: abortion, 
cloning, death penalty, gun control, marijuana legalization, minimum 
wage, nuclear energy and school uniforms. 

Dataset: UKP Dataset (Stab et. al., 2018)

Gerd Altmann, Pixabay licence. 
https://pixabay.com/illustrations/feedback-excha
nge-of-ideas-debate-2466829/ 5



Results

Reimers et. al. (2019) provided excellent preliminaries for 
reproducibility: documented, shared, working code (through 
a GitHub repository) + available for questions.
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Results: further details 

● BERT-large under-performs in 50% of seeds
● SVM+tf-idf model
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Cohen et. al. (2018)’s 3 dimensions of reproducibility: 

1.  (numeric) values: 
Within 2 standard deviations (BERT-large = large SD)

2. findings (relationship between variables, e.g. model & result): 

baseline < BERT-base < BERT-large, 

.20 improvement over non-BERT model (LSTM < our SVM)

3. conclusion(s): 
How feasible is cross-topic? Let’s investigate some more, 
especially on topics.
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What about different topics?
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Some examples of difficult arguments
“The second amendment protects the right to possess a firearm”

Topic: gun control, True: Con, Predicted (7/10 seeds): Pro

“The fetus is not a person, which makes abortion morally 
permissable”

Topic: abortion, True: Pro, Predicted (5/10 seeds): Con 

“People were freed from death row                                            
because they were later found to be innocent” 

Topic: death penalty, True: Con, Predicted (9/10 seeds): Pro
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What does this mean? Take home messages

● Successful reproduction cross-topic stance (Reimers et. al., 2019), 
but: random seed matters for BERT-large, & SVM is stronger reference.

●
●

● Topic matters! Stance not topic-independent → beyond one avg F1 
○ See also: Thorn Jakobsen et. al. (2021)

● A class/topic interaction effect on performance
●

● Time to (re)investigate topic similarity? When can we cross 
to new topics?

OpenClipArt, Public domain
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Thank you!
Myrthe Reuver, Free University of Amsterdam

          myrthe.reuver[at]vu.nl

             @myrthereuver
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